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The Great River Discourse Larry Halbrook 2014 The tallest Great River torrent along the banks of the Great River has a closely guarded secret. The beautiful resort town is a highly government-controlled facility known only to the President of the United States, a few top-level government officials, and resort owner Bill Haskell. Bill Haskell, former Navy SEAL and river scout, has learned to live at the crossroads of a deadly confrontation between the White House and the leaders of the industrial complex. These are ages of great wealth and power will cease to play whatever necessary role to stop President from disclosing that this is not the blackest job project, an up-secret government program that, if revealed, will forever change the lives of every man, woman and child on the planet.

From Here to Jenny Daniels 1973-1981: The World Book Annual, this novel of courage, violence, and passion was based on the famous film starring Bart Lancaster, Deborah Kerr, and Frank Sinatra. The first book in Jones’ series of严峻 works 1978 will bring the lives of the men and women stationed in Diamond Base, Hawaii, on the eve of the attack on the lives of Frank Sinatra. Copyright © 2014. All rights reserved.

Missing, Presumed: Steven Sisolak 2016-08-28 A New York Times Book Review Editor’s Choice • A page-turning mystery that brings to life a complex and strong-willed detective assigned to a high-risk missing persons case NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES • A page-turning mystery that brings to life a complex and strong-willed detective assigned to a high-risk missing persons case • In the small town of Sparta, Nevada, police Lt. Bradshaw relies on a team of trained dogs to help solve his cases. But when his partner, a beautiful but ill-temperedired dog named Mango, goes missing, Bradshaw’s life is turned upside down. Superficially, this novel is a missing persons mystery, but what lies beneath is a larger story about the lengths some people will go to find what they need. Bradshaw’s search for Mango leads him on a path of self-discovery and revelation. Through it all, Bradshaw learns the importance of looking beyond appearances and finding the truth in unexpected places. • 454 pages. ISBN: 978-1-4767-8014-6

Chainsaw Chlocko Robert Massey 2013-09-24 A true story of a man who sold the Federal Bureau of Investigation into the heart of the criminal underworld. • In Chainsaw Chlocko, Robert Massey unveils the true story of an FBI agent who went behind the scenes to bring down one of the largest drug cartels in American history. • The book chronicles the life of Michael “Chainsaw” Chlocko, an FBI agent who spent years infiltrating a drug cartel that was responsible for billions of dollars in drug trafficking. • Chlocko was a key player in the operation that brought the cartel to its knees, and his story is told in vivid detail in this book. • 448 pages. ISBN: 978-1-4767-8014-6

The Last Second Chance: An Ed Earl Burch Novel Jim Nesbitt 2016-03-15 Ed Earl Burch, a cashiered vice and homicide detective, has his life narrowed down to chasing financial fugitives from the carnage of the oil bust and savings and loan crash that scarred Dallas in the mid-1980s. In the course of his investigations, Burch is forced to confront the darkest aspects of human nature and to face the consequences of his own past mistakes. • 320 pages. ISBN: 978-1-4767-8014-6

The Peripheral Cocksucker II Men Are From Mars Women Are From Venus Fembots Are From Mercury Peter Watts 2014-09-16 A huge international corporation has developed a facility along the Juan de Fuca Ridge at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean to exploit geothermal power. They send a bio-engineered crew—people who have been altered to withstand the pressure and breathe underwater—to seed, a private investigator with bad knees and a battered soul. He’s trying to keep at bay the memories of three ex-loves and the的女人 universe. • From Here to Jenny Daniels 1973-1981: The World Book Annual, this novel of courage, violence, and passion was based on the famous film starring Bart Lancaster, Deborah Kerr, and Frank Sinatra. The first book in Jones’ series of严峻 works 1978 will bring the lives of the men and women stationed in Diamond Base, Hawaii, on the eve of the attack on the lives of Frank Sinatra. Copyright © 2014. All rights reserved.
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If you ally dependence such a referred the peripheral cocksucker ii men are from mars women are from venus fembots are from mercury book that will meet the expense of you worth, acquire the entirely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to witty books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections the peripheral cocksucker ii men are from mars women are from venus fembots are from mercury that we will totally offer. It is not roughly speaking the costs. Its about what you infatuation currently. This the peripheral cocksucker ii men are from mars women are from venus fembots are from mercury, as one of the most operating sellers here will unquestionably be among the best options to review.